Computerized decision making is becoming a reality with exponentially growing data and machine capabilities. Some decision making is extremely complex, historically reserved for governing bodies or market places where the collective human experience and intelligence come to play. Other decision making can be trusted to computers that are on a path now into the future through novel software development and technological improvements in data access. In all cases, we should think about this
INTRODUCTION
Computers are handling more and more of our everyday data, making numerous tiny decisions behind the scenes that usually help us without our knowing it (e.g., finding credit card fraud), but which occasionally confound and surprise us, reinforcing the old adage that "to err is human but to really foul things up requires a computer" (attributed to William E. Vaughan (1969) in http://quoteinvestigator.com/2010 /12/07/ foul-computer/). With more and more data stored in digital form, some of which is totally irrelevant, or worse, erroneous, and with computers seemingly everywhere churning away on these data whether we want them to or not, we are entering a world where computerized decision making becomes an important reality. How far will this go? How far can it go? How far should it go? These and other questions are addressed in what follows by the three members of our panel.
BRUCE ELMEGREEN: WHAT'S TOO HARD TO DO AND HOW DO WE MANAGE NOW?
Decisions about what actions to take in order to achieve a goal require information about the consequences of many possible actions, an evaluation of the good and bad aspects of these consequences and their relative weights, a tally of the total value of each action in terms of a weighted sum of the good consequences minus the bad, and then a judgment about which action to take based on the relative values,
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or whether to wait until more information becomes available, the evaluations are more accurate, or the goals become more clear. We take these steps every day using our brains for small and large decisions, although sometimes we have to wait for months or even years for the whole sequence to play out. We also have to act occasionally without going through these steps, and trust that we will be able to adjust our actions or know more about them later. The first step of acquiring information about the consequences of various actions involves fetching historical data on previous similar actions, or statements and threats made by people explaining how they will react to certain things. This step is well suited to modern computers if the relevant data are available in digital form --data such as newspaper articles, video, and books --and can be searched according to topics and keywords, or sounds and images of people and objects (Roy, Faulkner and Finlay 2007) .
The second step of evaluation requires some judgment on the consequences of these actions, i.e., good or bad relative to the goal, and this can come again from archival records of similar events, but it may also require knowledge about the trustworthiness of people making statements based on their personal histories. These are again somewhat amenable to computerized data research. However, if the actions or the environment for possible actions are unprecedented, then evaluation may require detailed computer simulations with world-scale ecosystems involving all related parties, markets, and natural processes (e.g., Grabianowski 2012) . Because of the complexity of many human events and markets, simulation outcomes could be highly sensitive to the assumptions, input data, and scale of the computation, and therefore inconclusive or time variable.
The sequence of steps in decision making continues to get ever more complex (Krause 1993 , Heingartner 2006 , Maule 2009 ). The assignment of weights to the outcomes of actions, whether they are strongly good in favor of the desired goal, or just a little bit good, and how two weakly good consequences might balance one strongly bad consequence, is often a highly complex task for humans and may be even more so for machines. Numerical weights can be assigned for the computation, of course, but humans viewing the outcome of the computerized decision may disagree with those weights or their implications because of some intangible feeling. "Yes, but it's not that simple," might be a common response to an attempt at computerized decision making. Also, people and parliaments are somewhat unpredictable. New political parties could develop on short timescales, or persuasive books, leading people to shift their own evaluations and weights for activities and consequences. The result would seem to be a fundamental inability to make a single best decision by either human or computer means, and indeed governing bodies usually reserve an option to change their collective minds.
By the time we get to the end of the sequence, there could easily be an enormous jumble of facts and precedents, possibly too many for our minds to contain and evaluate all at once, combined with some intuitive feeling about how certain people or groups will react to the events as they unfold, and even a lingering question about whether we have understood the best possible goal to begin with. How can computers help us put all of this together? One possibility was shown to be effective by the IBM Watson computer that played the television game Jeopardy (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watson_(computer)). This is also a strategy planned for future uses of Watson-type question and answer systems, namely to have the computer give probabilities for success against a goal, with explanations available for the facts, weights, and strategies that went into these probabilities. Then humans would view these probabilities and explanations and either make the final decision or decide to wait.
A problem's amenability to computation would seem to depend on its degree of isolation. The computerized reaction of stepping on the brakes in a car when some obstacle is in the way involves a relatively isolated event; at present only the obstacle and the road conditions for braking might matter (Howard 2013) , although perhaps more sophisticated models in the future will also consider other nearby cars and their computer reactions to the first car. Decisions that involve many separate parts --uncountably many in the case of some human endeavors --are often made today by committees, i.e., using many brains, or ballot, i.e., using a culture's collective intelligence and experience, or market forces, i.e., using many independent binary actions between individual entities. A computer-aided ranking of the consequences of many possible actions might eventually be evaluated by some combination of these same human assemblies.
SUSAN SANCHEZ: STEPS TOWARD A COMPUTER-CENTRIC FUTURE

Introduction
I believe several aspects of the intersection between big data, simulation, and decision making will be of increasing interest in the near future. Here is a quick summary.
Future Simulation Clients
Complex Problems: All too often, the elegance and rigor of having a closed-form or mathematically tractable solution have been touted as advantages over a simulation modeling approach. This ignores the introduction of "type III errors" (Mitroff and Featheringham 1974 ) that occur when we solve the wrong problem. Perhaps this becomes harder to justify in the face of readily available big data. For example, when it's not necessary to task someone to go and collect a lot of information, because that information is already available, it is harder to justify assuming i.i.d. exponential random variates. Increasingly, the lack of a closed-form solution is not an issue when our software is capable of computing results to a desired level of accuracy in a small amount of time; this is called computational tractability (Lucas et al. 2014) . Climate change, economics, transportation, combat, and social dynamics are just a few of the areas where closed-form analytic models will not suffice---computational models are better at capturing the complexity of the underlying systems.
Complex questions: When clients have complex problems and are studying complex systems, they are not likely to be interested in answers to simple questions. Just as "having" big data from the internet meant that companies found new and exciting things to do with it, we've seen that having big data from simulation experiments offers the opportunity for new and interesting ways of looking at the results. "How should I set up my transportation network?" and "What are the impacts of the affordable care act on health costs and health outcomes?" are much more complicated (and interesting) questions than "What is the expected time-in-system for a customer in an M/M/1 queue with no balking and unlimited buffering?"
Comfort with computerized and computer-based decisions: The current fascination with big data has several secondary effects. The rapid evolution of data science means that a greater number of simulation and non-simulation professionals will be becoming more adept at scripting, modeling, graphical and statistical displays. Decision makers may, similarly, be less likely to shy away from using observational or model-driven data to inform their decisions. At the same time, enhancements to methods for rapidly creating, merging, searching, displaying, and analyzing data from large repositories may prove to be useful new tools for the simulation community. Comfort with computerized and computer-based decisions is also increasing in other ways. If we trust a well-written computer program to drive a car (Jaffe 2014), why not trust a well-written computer program for other types of decisions?
Future Simulation Methods
Continual processing: Most often, we see examples of simulation studies defined to address a specific question. I believe it is time to view simulation-based decision making as a process, not an end state. Why do we churn up the CPU cycles when we're in the midst of an analysis activity, and then let our computer sit idle for the rest of the time? One intriguing idea is that of going back and forth between models of different types or different fidelities, as we seek to learn more about these systems: this is being done in some scientific computing communities, such as computational physics, and it may have interesting parallels in the discrete-event simulation community. Another approach, even if we begin with a specific question, is to generate more output (in a structured manner) so that we are prepared for the next round of questions from our model, and we have been able to identify interesting features in the response surface metamodels that might not have initially been apparent.
Changing areas of research emphasis:
There has been a great deal of good work in our community on simulation optimization, ranking and selection, and response surface modeling. But these presuppose that the decision maker knows what question they want to ask. I believe that more research is needed on multi-objective procedures, exploitation of parallel computing, adaptive methods, and the design and analysis of large-scale simulation experiments. At the same time, there appear to be new opportunities for some established research areas. Importance sampling becomes potentially more of interest as we pull in real-time data. Can we easily update the state of our simulation, identify branching opportunities, and move forward quickly in parallel? Regarding simulation optimization and other adaptive search techniques, it may be that we should be doing optimization on metamodels, rather than on the simulations themselves---and that we need automated ways of reoptimizing as these metamodels evolve over time.
Causal computerized decision making: As I discuss elsewhere in this proceedings (Sanchez 2014 ) simulation can be the core for model-driven big data and inferential decision-making. We need to stake this area out. One of the criticisms rightly trumpeted over and over for big data is that "correlation is not causation" and that the results are "descriptive, not prescriptive." In our field, we deal with prospective decision making. We have an advantage in this area: since our output data are generated from models, we do not have many of the issues of data quality and availability that occur in many real world situations. Unfortunately, simulation is still often viewed as a second-class field within operations research. We have the opportunity of becoming recognized as the gold standard for model-based decision making within the big data analytics community.
Future Simulation Software
More automation, broader interfaces: Data capture is being automated at an incredible rate from realworld systems, ranging from satellite imagery, to web site navigation, to social network analysis, to engine systems. In the future, I see a growth in automating linkages between real-world data and simulation modeling environments. This increases the potential for using simulation as a real-time decision support and control system, as it has in recent biopharmeceutical applications (Johnston et al. 2008) . Major simulation packages may adopt an "app" approach, and use common data exchange protocols and interface protocols to link simulation models with external data sets. If so, the same protocols might also allow the practitioner to easily find or create suitable apps for analysis (e.g., simulation experiments, simulation optimization, ranking & selection, importance sampling) as well as for big data visualization. I expect an increase in the use of adaptive, automated analysis methods. Simulation as a service: Simulation software developers should start taking more advantage of cloud computing, coupled with the ability to run models remotely via a web interface. Software developers might consider whether there's an analog to a subscription service for running simulation models, rather than licensing software for individual machines or users. At the server side, intelligent resource allocation ("automated data farming") can take advantage of parallel processor capabilities in stand-alone clusters or in clouds.
Smarter computational agents: This an area that is ripe for improvement. The medical field has a few applications where intelligent software agents search through large data sets and find correlations. These have led to theories (e.g., on environmental or genealogical links to certain diseases later in life) that can then be examined more thoroughly and tested by medical researchers. Can we do the same with simulation? One way is to construct intelligent agents to search through model-driven data sets, identifying important factors and interesting features in the responses. Another way is to embed some of this capability into our models themselves; for example, rather than relying on calls to random variate generators with fixed parameters, we might allow intelligent agents within our simulation model to access near-real-time big data and determine whether or not these distributional models still appear to be valid.
3.5
But Wait, There's More! I have listed a few changes that I feel are on the horizon, but if there's one thing that the past few decades have taught us, it's that we never know exactly what the future will hold. When the internet got started, we viewed e-mail as a faster alternative to letters, and word-processing as a potential way of cutting down on waste paper---in other words, incremental change instead of revolutionary change. Similarly, when the web got started, we did not envision how this connectedness would change our society. So whatever the future holds, the simulation community should be poised to identify, respond to, and ideally blaze a trail that leverages emerging technologies. Our simulation community has an important role to play. We have been interested in many of these ideas before they captured the public's attention. Because we have been wrestling with them for years, we already have a rich literature of effective ways to deal with complex problems. If we take steps to push this work out to broader communities, we will help those unfamiliar with the current state-of-the art in simulation avoid reinventing the wheel (or worse, repeating the mistakes of the past). More importantly, we will help jump start the process of improving decisions that may affect our businesses, our lives, and our planet.
ALEXANDER SZALAY: FINDING THE DIMENSIONS OF SPARCITY
In science a few years ago we realized the impact of the emerging huge volumes of data, leading to the "Fourth Paradigm" (Hay, Tansley, and Tolle 2009) . After empirical, theoretical and computational approaches, we see Data-Intensive Science to appear in every discipline of science. We also see a convergence of physical and life sciences through the same computational technologies. Introduction to data science is rapidly becoming the most enrolled class on many university campuses.
How does this revolution in data analytics impact decision making in science? When we had just a small amount of data, and it took a huge effort to collect even that, it was clearly a human decision on what experiments to do next, what tradeoffs and compromises to make between, cost, complexity, time and increased scientific insight. As we have more and more complex data in our repositories, spanning a large number of dimensions, it is even hard to visualize their relationship, not to mention asking what data to collect next. Yet, given the sophistication of our computerized experiments, like large robotic telescopes, genomic sequencers, supercomputers running large simulations, it is relatively easy to think of new experiments to do. In fact, it is all too easy to collect large amounts of new data. Of course, scientists, when faced with the question: "do I have enough data, or would I like to have more?" have rarely opted to stop acquiring new data! This is the phenomenon that is leading to an exponential growth of scientific data -it is doubling every year. Continuing this trend is rapidly becoming untenable, we cannot keep buying more disk drives and more computers to analyze them.
The hard question we are faced with, how can we collect more relevant data! A lot of scientific phenomena are based upon rather simple underlying causal relationships that we seek to find from the complex correlations detected by our data analytics tools. These simple relationships mean that the underlying models for the phenomena are rather sparse, in the right (but unknown) space they can be described with a small number of parameters. Finding the ideal transformation of the data into this simplest representation is an NP-hard problem. However, over the last decade many of the world's top mathematicians discovered that approximate but fast solutions to this problem are possible, and this led to compressive sensing, the mathematic theory of explicitly including our knowledge about the simplicity, or sparseness, of the phenomenon.
Following this train of thought, one can also ask that given these assumptions, and all of our existing data, which one of the many possible experiments we can perform will lead to the greatest incremental growth in our knowledge, or the ability to reconstruct the underlying signal?
Today, at best humans make computer aided decisions. But, this is turning upside down rapidly. The future is clearly human aided decision making by computers. In 2004, Ross King of Manchester (King et al. 2004 ) has published the first successful demonstration of this idea, and applied it to drug design, and has carried it to build Adam, the Robot Scientist. It is obvious that we can find many areas of science today where such principles can be applied. In materials science, it is impossible even to simulate all the possible combinations of elements to build alloys with certain specific targeted properties. Using a machine learning approach to make conscious tradeoffs and decide which experiments (or computations) should be performed is clearly the only way to go.
In astronomy, it is much easier to collect photometric information about distant galaxies (multicolor imaging). But, if we want to infer the detailed physical properties of these objects we need to take high resolution spectra. This latter process is many orders of magnitude less efficient. Taking spectra of faint galaxies requires a large telescope and a long integration. Based upon the observed photometric properties of the object in our sample we need to decide which objects to observe spectroscopically, given the enormous cost of each spectrum.
In medical practice soon computers will make the decisions what diagnostic tests to perform on a patient to determine the effectiveness of a treatment, given all the information about the patient, but also given the information about a much larger background population.
These days people often ask what comes after the Data Driven Discoveries of the Fourth Paradigm, what is the next step? Today, computers aid us in making detections, but discoveries are done by humans. It is clear that soon computers will also make the decision about which path to take to augment our existing detections with new information that leads to genuine new discoveries. Humans will still be in the loop, by specifying the broad context (the "dimensions of sparsity") of the problem. We are looking at a formidable decade ahead of us, in which human aided machine learning decision making will produce major discoveries and surprises worthy of science fiction stories today.
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